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ABSTRACT 

The weak point of the existing block encryption scheme is that 

the plain text or encryption key could be easily exposed 

differential cryptanalysis or linear cryptanalysis, which is mostly 

used for decoding block encryption. This is because the 

encryption schemes have been designed for the fixed size 

encryption key. Another weak point of the existing block 

encryption algorithm is that it has a fixed permutation table and 

fixed number of encryption rounds. 

In order to overcome these weaknesses, an encryption algorithm 

using unlimited size of key and dynamically changing 

permutation table should be designed. A new encryption 

technique called Variable size Block Encryption using 

Dynamic-key Mechanism (VBEDM), which is designed with 

unlimited key size, dynamically changing permutation table 

based on the encryption key and variable block size for each 

round. To make the cryptanalyst hard to expose the plain text, 

from the array of compression algorithms the VBEDM uses a 

compression technique based on key. The compression used is 

not for compressing the text but for strengthening the encryption 

method. Because of its dynamic functionality in input block 

size, key size, permutation, number of rounds and compression 

it makes the crypt analyst too hard to analyzing the cipher text. 

This algorithm also uses a compression technique from an array 

of compression algorithm resulting in more confusion to the 

analyst. 
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Encryption Mechanism 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The method of encryption and decryption is called a cipher. 

Some cryptographic methods rely on the secrecy of the 

encryption algorithms; such algorithms are only of historical 

interest and are not adequate for real-world needs. Instead of the 

secrecy of the method itself, all modern algorithms base their 

security on the usage of a key; a message can be decrypted only 

if the key used for decryption matches the key used for 

encryption. 

There are two classes of key-based encryption algorithms, 

symmetric (or secret-key) and asymmetric (or public-key) 

algorithms. The difference is that symmetric algorithms use the 

same key for encryption and decryption (or the decryption key is 

easily derived from the encryption key), whereas asymmetric 

algorithms use a different key for encryption and decryption, 

and the decryption key cannot be derived from the encryption 

key.  

Symmetric algorithms can be divided into stream ciphers and 

block ciphers. Stream ciphers encrypt a single bit of plaintext at 

a time, whereas block ciphers take a number of bits (typically 64 

bits in modern ciphers), and encrypt them as a single unit [5, 8]. 

Modern cryptographic algorithms are no longer pencil-and-

paper ciphers. Strong cryptographic algorithms are designed to 

be executed by computers or specialized hardware devices. In 

most applications, cryptography is done in computer software. 

Generally, symmetric algorithms are much faster to execute on a 

computer than asymmetric ones. Variable size Block Encryption 

using Dynamic-key Mechanism (VBEDM) is a symmetric 

encryption algorithm. The key size [1] is not fixed the crypt 

analyst has to search the many possibilities. Even though if the 

crypt analyst gets the some likely key format, the VBEDM 

produces the more difference for the plaintext because of its 

unlimited key size generation by using cyclically variable 

positional reading of bits from the generated key bits stream, 

encryption is applied for different block size [3] with variable 

permutation and variable round complex function. 
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Fig 1: Architectural design

2. SYSTEM DESIGN 
m = Size of the plaintext 

n= size of the compressed plaintext 

n1,n2,..nn     be variable size of the block of compressed plaintext 

c1,c2,..cn    be the block of cipher text 

k1,k2…kn  be the keys 
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Fig 1 shows the plaintext is compressed by an algorithm. 

Compressed data the data is taken for encryption and it is 

divided into variable size block by using key. Each block is 

encrypted based its size and present key (ki). The encryption 

round is changed based on its block size for example if the block 

size 16 bit then there are 8 rounds. The current block plain text 

is XOR with the previous block cipher text to avoid the 

reputations. Where the size of  two blocks may differs so that, If 

size of current block size is greater than that of previous block 

then whole bits from previous cipher text is taken for processing 

the XOR is taken up to size of previous cipher text [2] and 

remaining bits are unchanged. If size of current block size is less 

than that of previous block then required number of bits from 

previous cipher text is taken for processing. This process is 

continued until end of the plaintext for encryption. The out of 

XOR of each block is given for complex function [4] where the 

encryption is performed based on block size and key  the pseudo 

function, function table and dynamic permutation are performed. 

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

3.1 Variable Block Encryption 

 

Fig 2: Snapshot showing the Plaintext 

Fig 2 shows the file to be encrypted with the data; the plaintext 

is compressed by an algorithm. Compressed data the data is 

taken for encryption and it is divided into variable size block by 

using key. In this scheme, the length of the key size is unlimited 

i.e. user can select the key size accordance to their requirements. 

If very high security is needed, then lengthy key size could be 

selected. In key generation, first each character in the key is 

converted into binary code.  

3.2 Key Management 
A key check value for the combined components should also be 

available as a final check when the last component is entered. A 

problem that occurs with depressing regularity in the real world 

is when it is necessary to re-enter a key from its components. 

This is always an emergency situation, and it is usually found 

that one or more of the key component holders cannot be found. 

For this reason it is prudent to arrange matters so that the 

components are distributed among the key holders in such a way 

that not all of them need to be present. For example, if there are 

three components (C1, C2, C3) and three key holders (H1, H2, 

H3) then H1 could have (C2, C3), H2 could have (C1, C3) and 

H3 could have (C1, C2). In this arrangement any two out of the 

three key holders would be sufficient. In more sophisticated 

systems the components may be held on smart cards.  

 

Compression 

Complex Fn. Complex Fn. Complex Fn. 

Cipher 1 Cipher 2 Cipher n 

CipherText 
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3.3 Key Generation 

 

Fig 3: Snapshot showing the Compressed Plaintext 

Fig 3 shows the length of the key size is unlimited; user can 

select the key size accordance to their requirements [7]. If very 

high security is needed, then lengthy key size could be selected. 

In key generation, first each character in the key is converted 

into binary code. The binary value of first character is NOT 

XOR with second character and second character with third 

character and so on. The same process is repeated cyclically for 

all characters of the key. If n is the number of characters in the 

key, then after NOT XOR operation, we get 2n set of binary 

values. The resultant 2n set of binary values is again XOR 

cyclically to get another 2n set of binary value. Finally 4n set of 

binary values. A transposition of these 4n set of binary values 

result in the encryption key. 

1. Let us consider the key which contains three 

characters x1, x2, x3. These three characters are 

converted into ASCII binary value x1,8, x2,8, x3,8 and bit 

wise NOT XOR operation is performed cyclically to 

obtain y1,8, y2,8, y3,8 

 

818383

838282

828181

, NOT XOR x, = x,y

, NOT XOR x, = x,y

, NOT XOR x, = x,y

 

 

2. The result is rearranged in the form x1,8 y1,8 x2,8 y2,8 

x3,8 y3,8  

3. Bit wise XOR operation is performed cyclically   

),, x, = XOR(y,z

),, y, = XOR(x,z

),, x, = XOR(y,z

),, y, = XOR(x,z

),, x, = XOR(y,z

),, y, = XOR(x,z

818386

838385

838284

828283

828182

818181

 

4. Bit wise transposition is performed on the resultant 12 

set of binary values in the following way 

 

),, x,) (z,, x,) (z,, x,) (z,, x,(z

) ,, x,) (z,, x,) (z,, x,) (z,, x,(z

8181717161615151

4141313121211111

 

),,  y,) (z,, y,) (z,,  y,)(z,,  y,(z

) ,,  y,) (z,,  y,) (z,,  y,) (z,, y,(z

8182717261625152

4142313221221112

 

),,   x,) (z,, x,) (z,,  x,) (z,,  x,(z

) ,,x,) (z,,  x,) (z,,  x,) (z,,  x,(z

8283727362635253

4243323322231213

 

),,   x,) (z,,  x,) (z,, x,,) (z,, x,(z

) ,, x,) (z,,  x,) (z,, x,) (z,, y, (z

8283727362635253

4243323322231214

 

),,  x,) (z,, x,) (z,, x,) (z,,  x,(z

) ,, x,) (z,,  x,) (z, , x,) (z,, x, (z

8283727362635253

4243323322231315

 

),,  x,) (z,, x,) (z,, x,) (z,,  x,(z

) ,, x,) (z,,  x,) (z, , x,) (z,, y, (z

8283727362635253

4243323322231316

 

3.4 Key Scheduling 

 

Fig 4: Snapshot showing the Compressed Cipher Text 

Fig 4 shows the each block is encrypted based its size and 

present key (ki). The encryption round is changed based on its 

block size for example if the block size 16 bit then there are 8 

rounds. The current block plain text is XOR with the previous 

block cipher text to avoid the reputations. Where the size of  two 

blocks may differs so that, If size of current block size is greater 

than that of previous block then whole bits from previous cipher 

text is taken for processing the XOR is taken up to size of 

previous cipher text and remaining bits are unchanged. If size of 

current block size is less than that of previous block then 

required number of bits from previous cipher text is taken for 

processing. This process is continued until end of the plaintext 

for encryption. The out of XOR of each block is given for 

complex function where the encryption is performed based on 

block size and key  the pseudo function, function table and 
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dynamic permutation are performed. it makes the crypt analyst 

too hard to analyzing the cipher text [6,9,10, 12]. 

 

 

Fig 5: Snapshot showing the Cipher Text 

 

Fig 5 shows the variable size block encryption cipher text using 

the dynamic key mechanism. 

4. CONCLUSION 
The plaintext is compressed by an algorithm. Compressed data 

the data is taken for encryption and it is divided into variable 

size block by using key. In this scheme, the length of the key 

size is unlimited each block is encrypted based its size and 

present key (ki). The encryption round is changed based on its 

block size for example if the block size 16 bit then there are 8 

rounds. The current block plain text is XOR with the previous 

block cipher text to avoid the reputations. Where the size of  two 

blocks may differs so that, If size of current block size is greater 

than that of previous block then whole bits from previous cipher 

text is taken for processing the XOR is taken up to size of 

previous cipher text and remaining bits are unchanged. If size of 

current block size is less than that of previous block then 

required number of bits from previous cipher text is taken for 

processing. This process is continued until end of the plaintext 

for encryption. The out of XOR of each block is given for 

complex function where the encryption is performed based on 

block size [11] and key  the pseudo function, function table and 

dynamic permutation are performed. 

5. FUTURE SCOPE 
In the future work, the effectiveness of modified Variable Size 

Block encryption using dynamic Key Mechanism can be 

assessed under more complex information security 

environments. 
   

Information requires high security, the number of bits changed 

for the each character during the encryption can be increased so 

that, it becomes very difficult for the cryptanalyst to break the 

cipher text to plaintext, as variable size block encryption using 

the dynamic key mechanism is influenced by a one-time 

padding technique.                                                                                                
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